
ABSTBACT

An analysis oJ Ìhe movement oÍ
a piston under Ìhe action of a
constant gravitational f ield g

and oÍ the particle collisions oí
a gas can explain the dìÍfjculty
of ascnbing a pnysicaì meaning
to the concept of Íorce.
The idea oÍ íorce very naturally
arises out oÍ the anthropomor-
phic notìon of weighÌ. Newton s

.do
law ï = dt is a tautology as

long as we have no definition of
Í which obviously cannot be de-
Íined as being "the product oÍ
mass by acceleration or as
''the varìalion of the quanÌity oÍ
movement in order to time . As
poìnted out by Feynman.
"Gorce is the rate oÍ change of
position', meaning that any de-
íinition is necessarily right, be-
cause for such a law to have
physical meaning the concept
of Gorce shouìd be inlroduced
rndependently oÍ lhe variation
oÍ position in order 10 time
(Feynman, Leighton and Sands
1976). ln fact, the analysis of
the previously mentìoned move-
ment of a piston shows that the
force quantities are introduced

independentv oÍ the dP oÍ the
dr

body considered, although they
can be related 1o this quantity.
The "force' due to weight re-
sults only Írom the Íact that the
acceleration oÍ gravity Íor all

d2x
bodies is 9 I = Ot- or obviou-

d2x
slv mQ=m,., . TheÍorce dueor
to the parÌicle collisions merely
results Írom the global momen-
lum conservation. This latÌeÍ
Íorce is inlerpreted as the over-
lapping of an emrtted beam and
an absorbed beam. Such an in-
terpretation makes il possible to
show that Íor systems of variable

mass Í as dP i. 
"n 

entitv wr-
oÌ

ïhout physical meaning (Som-
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1. THE CONCEPT OF FORCE, THE ENERGY CONSERVATION PRINCI-
PLE AND THE 1ST PRINCIPLE OF THERMODYNAMICS

1.1. Construction oÍ a model:

Comparison between a piston and a variable mass system
ln other previous analyses (Abreu Faro and Abreu, 1987; Abreu 1993 a,b,c)
the difficulties associated with the concept of force appeared in connection
with a concrete situation, Ìhe calculation of the movement of a piston under
the action of gravity and the effect of collisions of a gas particles. The idea
of force arises quite naturally, out of the anthropomorphic noÌion of weight.

Newton's law f = $rn- 
ir 

" 
tautology as long as Í is not deÍined, and it is obvi-

ous that Í cannot be defined as "the product of mass by acceleration" or "the

variation of quantity of movement in order to time".

As pointed out by Feynman, "Gorce is the rate of change of position", mea-
ning that a definition is necessarily right because it states absolutely nothing t,
new, since for this law to be oÍ physical interest it would be necessary Íor +l
the concept oÍ Gorce to be introduced independently oÍ the variation of posi-
tion in order to time (Feynman, Leighton and Sands, 1976).

In fact, when we introduce equation (14), gravitational force is introduced,
and the Íorce due to the collisions of the gas particles and these quantities

were introduced independently of 99 . For example, if the body is at rest, the force'dt
due to the particle collisions is Í"o, which is different from zero, although :f = t
Let us now see how we can construct f = ma as a quantity derived from the
momentum conservation.

We shall, for the purpose, consider the following figures:

lv
I

Fig.l A piston under the action of a dynamic pressure due to the collisions of a particle
beam and the force of gravity. The piston moves at velocity v and has mass m.
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dm, merfeld 1966), which allows to
identify a controversy: the con-
cept of force and the First Prin-
cìple of Thermodynamics-the
notion of gheat.

RESUMO

A análise do movimento de um
êmdolo sob a acção de um
campo gravitacional g cons-
tante e das coìisões das partí-
culas de um gás permìte expli-
citar a diÍiculdade de atribuir
signiÍicado Íísico ao conceito de
força.
A ideia de Íorça surge muito
naturalmenÌe da noção antro-
pomórÍica de peso. A lei de

Newton f= dP é uma tautolo-'dr
gia enquanto não se deÍinir Í
que evidenÌemente não pode
ser deÍinida como sendo "o
produto da massa pela acelera-

çáo" ou como "a variaçáo da
quantidade de movimento em
ordem ao tempo'. Como salien-
Ìou Feynman, "a Gorce is the
rate of change oÍ position",
querendo com isto aÍirmar que
qualquer deÍiniçáo está neces-
sariamente certa, dado que
para que tal lei tivesse signiÍi-
cado Íísico, o conceito de
Gorce deveria ser introduzido
de Íorma independente da vari-
ação de posição em ordem ao
tempo (Feynman, Leighton and
Sands, 1976). De Íacto, na
análise do movimento do êm-
bolo anterioÍmente Íeferido, as
grandezas força sáo introduzi-

das independentemente de d,P

dt
do corpo consìderado, embora
possam ser relacionadas com
esta quanlidade. A "força" de-
vido ao peso resu lta tão
somente do Íacto de a acelera-
çáo da gravidade para todos os

d2x
corpos ser S, S =ìÈ,ou eviden-

d2xtementem9=m-.4Íorça-dr
devido às colisões das partí-
culas resulta apenas da conser-
vaçáo de momento, em termos
globais. Esta ultima força é in-
terpretada como a sobreposiçào
de um feixe emitido e de um
Íeixe absorvido. Tal ìnterpreta-
çáo permite mostrar que para
sistemas de massa variável, Í

.oro d,? é uma entidade que
dt

náo tem sentido físico (Som-
merfeld 1966), o que permite
idenÌiÍicar uma controvérsia: o
conceito de Íorça e o Primeiro
P rì ncípio da Te rm od i n âmica-a
noção de galor.

F:ry
dm,

Fig. 2 Mass m under the action of the force due to ejection of mass dm" at velocity u", to
absorption oÍ dm' al velocity u', and to the Íorce oÍ gravity F. Mass m is schemaÌically re-"'' presented and moves at velocity v.

The schematic representation of Fig.1 and 2 makes it easy to associate the
model previously treated of a piston in motion subject to its own weight and
the force due to the collisions of a unidimensional beam, f", with the model

'"' of a mass m emitting mass dm", at velocity u" and absorbing a mass dm' at
velocity u'.

ln fact it is possible to interpret the beam reflected on the piston surface as
being composed of a part which is absorbed, and of another part which is
emitted, both with the same mass, and, when the piston is moving, with diÍ-

"' ferent velocities on the laboratory frame, u' and u".

We might see the piston mass as composed of a part we can call m', increa-
sed by dm', and of another part, m", decreased by dm", the mass, however,
remaining constant.

"' m=m'+rÌì"
dm=O=dm'+dm" (1)

lf we apply the conservation of the quantity of movement to a mass m ejec-
ting a small mass dm, we obtain the Íollowing equation:

d(mv) dm

48 dt-'= u ot ' (2)

where mv is the velocity of mass m and u the velocity of mass dm.
lf, simultaneously, there exists a force F acting upon m, the equation will be
(Sommerfeld 1966)

d(mv) dm

ì'=udt +l-.

ln this way, and under the conditions of the piston, we can write

d(mv) - . dm' .. dm"', '=Fru-*ll"
dr -dt dr

Because the mass is constant,

dm dm' dm" _ Ít

dt - dt - dt -"

We therefore have

(#*)'. (H)'.H ='. (#) " . (#"),"

or

mdv .dm' .dm"
dt = l- +(u'- v) dt + (u' - v) dr Q)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



Now (u' - v) = v' is the velocity of mass dm' on the piston Írame and (u" - v) = -v'
the velocity oÍ dm".

Since

dm' dm"
dt=-dt' (8)

(e)

we have

ry = p *zv,dldt dt'

or

#= F+2(u,-")H"

The term 2(u'-v)S 
""n 

be easily interpreted.

(Abreu Faro and Abreu 1987).

ln fact

(10)

It correspons to Íorce Í".

(11)

f"=Í.,(t 
"J

(, ;)

,"'(#) f"o
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á

ztu'-vrS. =r" (#)(' ;)'
corresponds to

where

and

We can therefore interpret the Íorce exerted on the piston due to the collisi-
ons of gas particles as a superposition of the Íorces due to an absorbed par-
ticle beam and to an emitted partìcle beam.

On the other hand we see that in a variable mass system the force is given

by (u'-9# Íor an absorbed beam or, equally, Íor an emitted beam, as

can be checked from (7) to (10).

It is obvious that if the physical meaning is not considered, we can introduce the
following quantities which we shall call gorces, symbolically represented by g:

do'
9= dt'

where, in the situation previously analysed,

dm'
9=r-+, Ot .

We can, therefore identiíy several "Íorces":

1. ft=f1;"

where

Í', = rT'
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2. Ír=71-1',

where

f'z=@ 4#
Quantities f, and f',' are entities without physical meaning, while Ír, Í', and F
are entities whose physical meaning is ultimately derived from the physical
meaning oÍ the momentum conservation and, as we shall see next, from
energy conservation.

This "arbitrariness" in the definition oÍ "force" originated a controversy which
can be easily solved if the previous analysis is taken into consideration.

1.2 ldentiÍication oÍ a controversy:

the concept oÍ force and the First Principle of

Thermodynamics - the notion oÍ gheat.

As already noted, we can consider various forces with physical meaning.
One oÍ these, gravitational force F, may be associated with the potential
energy Epot = V,

F=-dV

where dV is the external differential of V (Misner, Thorne and Wheeler
1972).

The work of F depends only on the position (Abreu 1987). That is since V
depends only on the position coordinates - height, in the case of the piston

- the work of F depends only on the final and inicial heights.

lÍ F= -dV is the only Íorce acting upon mass m, and considering that
dW=-dV=dEcin =dT, we have

dT+dV=0 (15)

lf the internal energy U is considered, we can define a dissipative force (see
1.1)and obtain

dT+dV+dU=0,

dWtot"r = dW t dWo,.. = dT,

dw = -dv,

and

dWoi"". = dT + dVo,.. = -dU.

Between two equilibrium points we have

W=-Woi...=ÂU.

(1e)

The mentioned controversy will now be generically characterized.

Let us consider an entity in general, which we shall call "force", Í, and its
work dW. lÍ we take the energy E which in any transÍormation considered is
related to "Íorce" f, we can always write

dE=6YY*6q,

(14)

(20)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(21)



it suÍÍicing, Íor the purpose, to define entity dQ as what is lacking in work,

dW, to obtain the energy variation dE. The situation is similar to the one pre-

viously referred to when we were dealing with the concept of gorce. For the
same reason we are going to call this entity gheat ...

Obviously, if the "force" has physical meaning and is conveniently related to
the energy variation, entity dQ has physical meaning.

As it will be veriÍied, this is precisely what happens in the analysis we shall
now proceed to make Íor variable mass systems, both in the classical and in

the relativistic Íormulation (Abreu 1983).

lÍ the mass is constant, we Íind that

_dpF=ãi=ma, (22)

and therefore

v. 
*g 

(mv) = v.F

or

(23)

d

fr [(1/2)mv'?l = v.F (24)

By integrating (23) we can write

(112)mvr2 - (1/2)mv,'z= W. (25)

Copeland rightly calls attention (Copeland 1982) to the Íact that (25) is usu-
ally rewritten in the form

(1/2)mrv"2-(1/2)m,v,2=W-Q, (26) 5l

and that (26) is not a solutionÍor (24) because the mass not being constant,
Force F, with physical meaning, is not related to the momentum by

Copeland is right, even if equation (26) is formally defined, iÍ we define gorce
("Íorce") by (27) and gheat ("heat") by (26).

ln Íact, in (3), as previously seen,

does not possess the meaning of Íorce.
From (3) we obtain

"(f)t."r=v.F+"."(*J

(2e) r:
::.

(27)=- dP
'-dt

r*u dI
dt

(28) ;.,,.

::.
i_1
:_r,

dv ^dm - /Om\mv._ +vz _ = v_F + v.u l_ldr dr \dr /
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$ ttt,r)'u.u,='" (#) v + (t2)", (H) (30)

(31)

(38)

lrrl Of

(112)m,v,2 - (112)m,v,2= W.[". {u (1/r)9} [+)] (32)

fr{vzmv') = v.F + 
". I 

t, ( t2)v) 
P.J]

By integrating

AT=W*Woi.".

Since aT + ÂV + AU = 0,

and

,,,, *h"t" Copeland writes

W=v.F

"" where F is the force due to the gravitational field.

lÍ we compare (32) with (26), we obÌain

IO=-Jtv.(u-(1/2)v)ldm, (33)

"but this is not quite true", says Copeland, since

$ [tt,rl'u']=".t 
+(1t2)u'?\ f -t,,rltr-ul'H ' (34)

'' and (32) becomes

tl
(112\mrvr2-(112)m,v,2=W*J(1/2)u'?dm-J(12)(u-v)2dm. (35)

Copeland introduces his notion of heat

I

SZ o = J 
(1/2Xu - v)'zdm, (36) .. 4

which corresponds the the kinetic energy of the beam on the piston Írame

and which, because the beam is stopped (absorbed) by the piston, is trans-
Íormed into "heat" (kinetic energy lost by the accrued mass as it comes to
resÍ (Copeland 1983)), writing (35) in the form

i

^T=W 
+)lttZ1u2dm-Q. (37)

t'

The term )(112)u2dm corresponds to the kinetic energy of the beam on the
laboratory frame which "disppears" on this frame since dm is absorbed by
the piston.

ln the analysis previously developed on 1.1 we verified that the superposition
of an emitted beam and of an absorbed beam gives rise to a dissipative
force which satisfies equation

woi.' = -Âu, (39)

we see that W0,... corresponds to (1/2)u'zdm of the emitted and of Ìhe absor-
bed beam, i.e., to the variation oÍ the gas energy on the laboratory Írame.



This term with energetic meaning corresponds to affirming the dissipation of
gravitational energy into internal energy (heat) oÍ the gas and not to the vari-
ation oÍ internal energy of the piston (Abreu 1985).

ln this situation, that of the piston, it becomes obvious that

W1o1"s = ÂT

and that in Copeland's analysis, only the force due to the field is introduced
in W.

IN CONCLUSION

The expression of the "1st Principle" dE = dW + dQ is a tautology, reason
why the physical interpretations which are attributed to it are not equivalent
and some oÍ them are incorrect.
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